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Pet Insurance: Is Your Best Friend Fury?

Pet Insurance is now available in Australia and could save you a fortune in vet bills. Make sure you
consider some critical features of the cover before you buy pet insurance.

Jan. 7, 2009 - PRLog -- Most people have never heard of Pet Insurance in Australia, but pet insurance has
been around for many years in Europe and America where the take up is huge. It seems funny paying for
health insurance for your pet, but many people consider their pet to be part of the family and their health is
a top priority! Many people spend just as much on the health their loved one as they do them selves, so
naturally protecting your pet is very important. Whats more is makes financial sense. 

Less than 5% of pets are insured in Australia, however that number is set to rise with some fantastic
offerings now available in the market. 

Things to consider when buying pet insurance:

What percentage of vet bills are covered? Many insurers only pay a certain percentage of vet bills as they
arise, leaving you wit ha nasty gap - similar to that you receive at the doctor. Look for 100% vet bill cover.

What level of cover is provided? Many insurers will only pay bills up to a few thousand dollars a year.
While that sounds like a lot, it doesn't, go far if your best friend falls ill and needs an operation or heaven
forbid has an accident. You want it all covered. 

1300 Insurance has Pet Protect insurance with 100% cover for vet bills up to $15,000 per year. Priced form
just 38 cents per day it provided amazing piece of mind. It only takes a few minutes to ring or go online and
get a quote and make sure your loved one is protected.

Call 1300 Insurance (1300 467 872) or go to www.1300insurance.com.au for a free instant quote on cover
to suit you.
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